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Abstract: The collapse of the Soviet utopian world, where the government sought to plan and control economic and social processes, caused a wave of significant changes in the post-socialist countries. The territorial regrouping of citizens is one of the hard to control changes that started at the end of the 1990s in Lithuania. This article identifies the major changes in the settlement system in Lithuania and its effects on peripheral areas. The main scope of this article is an analysis of the potential of residents from peripheral areas to adapt to the rapidly changing socio-economic environment. For the analysis, we used data and information gathered during field trips to peripheral rural areas throughout the country between 2013 and 2014. This study found that the residents who remained in peripheral areas had several opportunities in rapidly changing environment after Lithuania gained its Independence in 1990. Interviews with local authorities allowed us to define three groups of residents and their potential to adapt to the labour market: those who are active, those who are passive and those who choose social benefits instead of a work salary. The survey results allowed us to predict that the ‘central-peripheral’ spatial structure will be one of the main factors influencing regional development in Lithuania in the near future.
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1. Introduction

At the end of the last century, all the countries that were part of the former Soviet Union and Warsaw block broke free from the closed-off Communist world. The collapse of Soviet Union caused a wave of significant changes in the post-socialist countries. In this article, we would like to point out that the changes that arose during the transition from a planned to a market-led economy period were very unfavourable for the development of peripheral areas in Lithuania.

The majority of the Lithuanian population thought that after the restoration of Independence, their quality of life would improve rapidly. Nobody thought about possible negative changes. It was believed that ‘open freedom’ would solve everything itself. Some things were solved, although other issues that needed to be solved were only highlighted. The settlement network was one of these addressed issues. Hardly anyone thought that the changed conditions would lead to the resettlement of society. The Soviet government was deservedly much-maligned, but it had developed a settlement network system that more or less matched its economic development
model. In other words, people lived nearby their places of work. There were ten regional centres that had been developed in Lithuania, and the government had attempted to spread people around the country more or less evenly (Maldžiūnas, 1970; Šešelgis, 1975, 1996; Vanagas et al., 2002; Vaitekūnas, 1989). To fulfill the conception of ‘Unified settlement system’ was not an easy task, and it did not always succeed. In some places, the depopulation was intensive and was similar to (or even exceeded) current tendencies.

During the 27 years of Independence, living and work conditions have changed fundamentally. According to the 2011 data, no more than half of rural residents were living and working in the same place in Lithuania (Pociūtė-Sereikienė et al., 2014). The huge differences in regional development have revealed that the major cities and their suburbs are spreading, whereas peripheral rural areas are undergoing a great demographic decline (Ubarevičienė and van Ham, 2017). A great number of young people in peripheral rural areas do not see any opportunities, so they are tending to leave; rural society is ageing, the schools are closing, a significant number of people live on social benefits, and long-term unemployment is causing specific problems such as alcoholism, which in turn increases the number of families at social risk, and so on (Daugirdas et al., 2013; Kriauciūnas et al., 2014).

It is noticeable that the changes are not satisfactory for people from peripheral areas when looking at election results in almost all Eastern Europe (and not only there). The fact that unexpected election results are determined by a confrontation between the city and the countryside has already been publicly acknowledged (Lyman, 2016).

We chose Lithuania – a relatively small country in Central and Eastern Europe – as a case study area. It might seem that in a country of only around 65.3 thousand square kilometres, the peripheralisation process should not be significant, but it is. The fact that social inequality in Lithuania is still increasing was even emphasised in the latest report from the European Commission (2017). Also, recent studies (Burneika, 2012; Mačiulytė and Bagočiūtė, 2008; Pociūtė, 2014; Ubarevičienė and van Ham, 2017) revealed that Lithuania is highly polarised with significant regional disparities within the country.

This article identifies the major changes in the settlement system in Lithuania and their effects on peripheral areas. The changes in the settlement system are fundamentally linked to the development of the socioeconomic situation in the country. This article is dedicated to analysing the critical and controversial above-mentioned processes that are resulting in the rapid peripheralisation of rural areas. The article analyse the potential of residents from peripheral regions to adapt to the rapidly changing socio-economic environment. The social adaptation of these residents is already a crucial issue in Lithuania (LR Vyriausybės Nutarimas 2003, 2007). In the future, this issue is likely to become more important due to increasing regional polarisation. With this article, we try to answer the questions, ‘what is happening in rural peripheral areas that are losing their inhabitants?’ and ‘what is happening with the people who stay there?’

Our survey results allow us to predict that the ‘central-peripheral’ spatial structure will be one of the main factors influencing regional development in Lithuania in the near future. In this article, we state that there is a great need to increase the focus of local communities (Chevalier et al., 2017; Juska et al., 2005) and government institutions on the challenges that peripheral regions face.

2. Research background

Understanding peripherality

There are a number of different perceptions of what a periphery is, which often depend on the discourse that is used to define this phenomenon (Kühn, 2015).

The notion of a periphery in the academic literature often varies depending on the locational, demographic, socioeconomic or other indicators used (Burbulytė-Tsiskarishvili, 2012; Copus, 2001; Gutiérrez and Urbano, 1996; Janc, 2006; Jerabek, 2006; Keeble, 1989; Kinsey, 2006; Marada et al., 2001; Maldžiūnas, 1996; Šešelgis, 1996; Šešelgis et al., 1995; van Ham, 2006; van Ham, 2016; van der Ploeg, 2005).
Bearing in mind both the spatial and ‘aspatial’ dimensions, we can summarise the statements by Blowers and Leroy (1994) and Elcock (2014), who state that to live in a periphery means to live in an area that is ‘geographically remote, economically marginal, politically powerless and socially inhomogeneous’ (Blowers and Leroy, 1994: 203); or, as Elcock (2014) stresses, in a region that is ‘distant, different and dependent’ (p. 323) where ‘its needs and requirements have tended to be neglected by highly centralised Government’ (p. 330). This means that what makes a periphery a periphery is a difference, powerlessness, distance and dependence on one or several centres.

The essence of the conception of a periphery has to be explained in accordance with the binary logic conception of a core-periphery system: there would be no periphery without a centre, although at the same time, the periphery remains in the shadow of the centre (Daugirdas and Burneika, 2008; Deleuze, 2004; Marada et al., 2006; Vaishar, 2006). This concept adds clarity to polarisation: the growth of the centre determines the peripheralisation of other territories not only by attracting people, but also by absorbing economic potential, infrastructure and governmental functions (Blowers and Leroy, 1994; Eriksson, 2008; Lang, 2012; Spoor, 2013). The result of central-peripheral relations is the retardation of the periphery. Periphery is seen as the place of constant conservatism and passivity, an unattractive place to live and an occupation with business (Daugirdas and Burneika, 2008; Krugman, 2010; Raagmaa, 2003, Swain, 2016). The representatives of peripheral regions have a weaker vote in the solution acceptance process, the representatives of centres dwarf those of peripheries by not acknowledging their opinions or claiming that it is not topical. The appearance of peripheries is said to be the consequence of peripheralisation (Kühn and Bernt, 2013; Lang, 2015). However, peripheralisation is perceived as being an increase in socio-spatial inequalities, the ‘production’ of peripheries (Kühn, 2015: 369); or as Bürk (2013: 168) defines: ‘socio-spatial processes of demographic change (out-migration), the lack and decline of infrastructures (disconnection) and the growing constrains on achieving multi-level support of local development (dependence)’.

Usually, we look at a periphery from a city perspective as we try to understand what is happening in the rural peripheral area. The negative aspects of peripheral areas are over-estimated in public and in the literature; therefore, peripheral areas are usually equated with negative phenomena (Miggelbrink and Meyer, 2015). How these areas are seen by ‘others’ is very important (Bürk, 2013; Eriksson, 2008; Lang, 2012; Willett, 2010). When looking from a central position, peripheries are described using epithets such as regions of ‘rural idyll’, ‘lagging behind’, ‘a slow place of life’, ‘being the past’, etc. (Willett, 2010; Miggelbrink and Meyer, 2015). Self-images and ‘stigmatisation’ contribute to peripheralisation processes (Bürk, 2013; Lang, 2012). These regions become unfavourable places to live in; therefore, the younger generations in particular try to ‘escape’ from peripheral areas (Miggelbrink and Meyer, 2015).

In our case, in Lithuania, peripheral rural areas fall within the conception framework, thus meeting the listed descriptions: different, distant, powerlessness, dependent, stigmatised. Therefore, in this article, we understand the periphery in a broad sense, defining it as rural areas left on the edge of globalisation. These are areas that cannot keep up with a fast-moving world, so the people from them have to find opportunities that would allow them to live well, or to leave and find a better place to live.

However, we have to mention the other functions of the periphery that highlights the positive side: peripheries are attractive regarding their naturalness, quietness; the periphery serves as the place for rural tourism.
Methodological remarks

This article does not intend to analyse in detail the specific socioeconomic processes appearing in peripheral areas in Lithuania (as mentioned in the Introduction, works on this topic have already been written by the authors of this article). In this article, we aim to raise and discuss topical questions linked to the potential of residents of peripheral regions in Lithuania to adapt to the rapidly changing social environment and economic conditions. The residents’ potential to adapt to the socioeconomic environment in this article is understood as their potential to adapt to the labour market. The main feature of this adaptation is the fact that after the collapse of Soviet economic structure, the majority of residents lost their jobs and when the new neoliberal economic system had been developed, there were less created workplaces in peripheral territories than the number of working age people that were living in these settlements. The residents of the periphery ought to change not only the workplace but in most cases even the place of residence. Therefore, in the post-socialist space (specifically in Lithuania), the adaptation to the labour market has the territorial migration component as well. This is because work migration determines the emigration of people from peripheral regions to major cities or abroad, together influencing the changes in the social structure (Pocius, 2007).

The research presented in this article integrates both quantitative and qualitative analysis methods: an analysis of the scientific literature, an analysis of statistical data (Statistics Lithuania, 2017), deductive and inductive methods, observations during field trips and semi-structured interviews with local authorities in wards (LAU-2 regions, lt. seniūnija). In 2013–2014, we visited 55 selected settlements2 (in different wards all over Lithuania and interviewed people representing these settlements: chairs of wards (if the settlement was in the centre of the ward), chairs of local communities (if the settlement did not have the status of centre of the ward) or other people representing the settlements’ communities. The purpose of this research was to find out any functional changes that appeared in rural settlements during the 25-year period of Independence. During the research, we collected data on changes in the residents’ service institution network, we looked for links between the inhabitants’ residential and work places and we analysed the main socioeconomic problems. The information we collected allowed us to make a more general picture of current tendencies in rural settlements, and to understand the development of the settlements – the rise or fall of the analysed residential territories and any possible further development tendencies.

3. The peculiarities of the reconstruction of the settlement system during the Soviet period

For fifty years (1940–1990), Lithuania was a legal part of the Soviet Union, where the principles of central planning were consistently enforced. Therefore, in order to understand the current processes of increasing polarisation in Lithuania, it is necessary to present in brief the economic and spatial development policy of the territory that was implemented during the Soviet period. This Soviet policy had two main objectives: The first was political – to create a ‘perfect’ communist society where every person had to serve a common goal that was determined by the government and to follow the Party’s rules. The second objective was more specific and economic. This communist country had to modernise its economy in order not to lag behind the ‘Western world’ and due to its need to provide its citizens (who were rapidly increasing in number) with basic food and consumer goods (Vanagas et al., 2002).

2 These settlements were selected with the purpose of demonstrating the diversity of rural settlements. They were also selected in accordance with their geographical location, size, and functional peculiarities. We only investigated settlements that had or could potentially have any institutional features (as the majority of small settlements (with fewer than 100 inhabitants) did not have any institutions). The smallest settlement included in this research – Varkalė (Kaišiadoriai dis., Nemaitioniai ward centre) had 68 residents (according to the 2011 Census data). In total, this research included ten settlements with fewer than 200 residents; 29 settlements with 200–500 residents; 13 settlements with 500–1,000 residents; and three settlements with more than 1,000 residents.
It is worth mentioning, that the change of settlement system was not limited to migration control (it was rather hard to control migration in Lithuania). In Lithuania, it was tried to readjust the settlement system to Soviet economic system and to integrate it to the mentioned political task – to create the Communist society.

The resettlement of rural territories was directly connected to the general development of the settlement system in Lithuania, which was based on the ‘Unified settlement planning system’ conception, a popular regional planning scheme in the Soviet Union (Maldžiūnas, 1970; Šešelgis, 1975, 1996; Vanagas et al., 2002). The main feature of the unified settlement system was the idea that the countryside’s economy and the development of the settlement system should be strictly controlled³; the residents should be spread all over the country and there should be strong regional centres (with a surrounding network of towns and villages) that would reduce the dominance of the largest cities (especially the capital Vilnius) (Šešelgis, 1975, 1996; Vanagas et al., 2002; Vaitekūnas, 1989).

In the Soviet Union, the resettlement of citizens was strictly regulated through controlling the registrations of living places (more about rural society in Soviet settlements might be read in Juska et al., 2005: 6–7). The settlement system was enforced using directive methods. However, despite the fact that the government sought to regulate the development of the settlements, in reality it did not always manage to control it. Occasionally, unplanned settlements appeared and planned ones declined, especially in peripheral areas. It should be stressed that the consolidation of rural settlements during the Soviet period was processed in the context of a general increase in the population, although the number of rural residents was decreasing. Depopulation in some peripheral rural areas had reached two per cent per year (Maldžiūnas, 1970). The total number of residents in Lithuania increased from 2.69 million to 3.69 million (37 per cent) during the period 1959–1989, whereas the rural population decreased from 1.67 million to 1.18 million (-29 per cent) (Census, 1991). All types of settlements: cities, towns and villages, grew at the expense of smaller villages and homesteads.

The Soviet ‘reform’ of rural territories was socially painful and forced (especially during 1960–1970) in Lithuania, which was essentially an agrarian country until World War II. Later, remote rural areas became less and less attractive, so the residents, and especially young people, left rural settlements and moved to cities. At the end of the Soviet period, there were initiatives to block this emigration process, but they were unsuccessful (Vaitekūnas, 1989). The residents of peripheral rural regions approximately equally migrated to major cities, or to towns in the same administrative district, or to other villages (Rupas and Vaitekūnas, 1980).

4. General tendencies of demographic and spatial changes after Lithuania regained its Independence

With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the unified settlement planning system also started to crumble, in this way becoming the main starting point for the deepening gap between the centre and the peripheries, and in particular giving rise to the demographic, social and economic decline, as well as the cause of regions lagging behind (Figure 1) (Burneika, 2012; Juska et al., 2005; Mačiulytė and Bagociūtė, 2008; Pociūtė, 2014). The transition from a planned to a market economy caused a lot of companies to become non-competitive and unable to survive in the new market system (Burneika, 2006). This in turn had an impact on the decline and intensive peripheralisation of some artificially viable regions, as well as some regionally important industrial cities that were

³ According to the conception of the ‘Unified settlement system’ there were plans to develop ten regional industrial centres (with a distance between them of 100–120 km), around 50 administrative district centres and around 250 microregional centres (the majority historical towns). The smallest link in the country’s hierarchical settlement system was the rural collective farm settlement system (kolkhoz and sovhoz), which consisted of a central kolkhoz settlement, 1 or 2 sovhoz subsidiary settlements and other small villages that were to be destroyed (Šešelgis, 1975; Maldžiūnas, 1970; Vaitekūnas, 1989).
built during Soviet times and that are currently coping with a socioeconomic and demographic crisis (Maciulyte and Bagociute, 2008).

In general, during the last 25 years, Lithuania has lost 23 per cent of its inhabitants, from 3.7 million in 1992 to 2.8 million in 2017 (Statistics Lithuania, 2017). The great regional differences had first emerged due to the ‘central-peripheral’ factor, which was the most influential one. Depopulation strikes the strongest in peripheral agricultural regions (Berzins and Zvidrins, 2011; Kriauciunas, 2010). In these regions, the birth rate is decreasing, and the share of elderly people is increasing due to young people emigrating to the major cities or abroad. The number of inhabitants in Lithuania has only increased around the major cities, Vilnius, Kaunas and Klaipeda (Ubarviciene and van Ham, 2017). In peripheral areas (both in towns and villages), the number of inhabitants is decreasing by around two per cent annually, whereas the overall number of inhabitants in these regions has decreased by 30–40 per cent and in some peripheral rural settlements by 50 per cent or more since 1990. The greatest depopulation was observed in small (fewer than 100 inhabitants) settlements (Kriauciunas et al., 2014).

**Adaptation to the changing socioeconomic environment**

One of the most important factors that influenced the territorial regrouping of the population and the depopulation of peripheral rural areas consists of the changes in the territorial distribution of workplaces. When the previous system collapsed, the territorial settlement system remained the same, but the territorial distribution of workplaces changed. The greatest influence from the loss of jobs in peripheral areas was the collapse of the collective farm (kolkhoz) system.

As mentioned in the methodological section, in this article the adaptation of residents is linked to their adjustment to the labour market. This kind of adaptation has a significant impact on the migration of peripheral inhabitants and influences the changes in their social structure. The main focus is on the population’s response to the changing conditions in the socioeconomic environment. Based on our research data, we have developed a theoretical model in which we divided the adaptation of residents to the labour market according to the nature of adaptation (Figure 1). In accordance with this research’s objective, we can define three categories of peripheral residents who each in their own way adapted to the socioeconomic changes: those who adapted actively, those who adapted passively and those who did not adapt (Figure 2, Table 1). It is considered that active adaptation involves people of employable age whose income comes from work in public or private service; and who are living and working in the periphery / or other locations.
inside the country / or abroad. *Passive adaptation* involves pensioners whose income comes mainly from their pension, or children who are dependent on their parents; and who are living in the periphery. *Not adapted* residents (*inadaptability*) are those of employable age but who are permanently unemployed and whose income comes from social benefits; and who are living in the periphery.

**Tab 1. The adaptation of peripheral residents to the labour market, and the most important problems. Source: authors’ own work**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group of residents according to age</th>
<th>Adaptation to the labour market</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Relations to residential territory</th>
<th>Most important problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population of the periphery of dependent age: Children 0–14 years old</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Maintained by others</td>
<td>Potential emigrants</td>
<td>Most children and young people do not see any opportunities in a life in a peripheral area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population of the periphery of working age</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Work, business</td>
<td>Relations depend on the distance of the workplace from the settlement</td>
<td>Only about 50% of the rural population work in the same settlement they live in. Greater mobility would encourage them to work further away from their place of residence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadaptability</td>
<td>Social benefits, accidental salary</td>
<td>Long-term unemployed, in particular they have strong ties to their place of residence either because they do not want to move, or there is no opportunity to move to another location</td>
<td>The social group which causes the most social problems and decreases the attractiveness of peripheral areas as a place of residence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population of the periphery of dependent age: pensioners 65+</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Pension, farming</td>
<td>Strong ties to their place of residence</td>
<td>When more young people leave peripheral areas, the number of pensioners increases. Single pensioners face the problems of social vulnerability and an inability to reach healthcare institutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Work migration is influenced by the residents’ chances of finding a job. This migration forms connections between the residents’ places of work and residence (Figure 2). The further workplace is from the residence place the weaker links are between residents and residence territory.

It is acknowledged that five possible options for rural development in peripheral areas can be distinguished: intensive agriculture, off-farm employment, rural tourism, nature conservation and multiple development (Berkel and Verburg, 2011: 448). One traditional possibility for adaptation while staying on to live in a rural area is to ensure income from agriculture. Recently (data from 2015), 27 per cent of the rural population in Lithuania were occupied in farming, forestry and fishing. However, we should emphasise that these activities are not the main sources of income for most of those who do farming. Our previous studies (Kriaučiūnas et al., 2014) have shown that rural residents’ connections to farming were decreasing. According to the 2011 census data, less than five per cent of the working age population received their main income from agriculture in most of the countryside; and only in some wards did this sector make up more than 20 per cent of the rural population. Only in peripheral areas, in economically more backward regions, the main income of most of the rural population was related to agriculture. Only intensive farming can ensure a sufficient income from agriculture. In order to develop this kind of farming, it is necessary to have (to inherit, lease or buy) huge swathes of agricultural land, which is only successful for a small group of people. After 1990, much of the rural population tried to live off farming. However, this
income could not guarantee a living for most independent farmers, so income from farming was only something extra (e.g., various EU subsidies for meadows etc.). When the farms became bigger, the main farmers (managing and leasing several hundred ha) received most of the income and EU financial support.

Without agriculture, there were / are other activities where the work place can guarantee an income for the population: forestry, small industrial companies, services for holidaymakers in the countryside and so on. However, in these areas there were and still are fewer jobs than working-age residents. One possible way of using peripheral rural areas is to increase recreational and tourist services. Just two-three per cent of the entire working-age rural population work in the accommodation and catering industries. Therefore, in rural territories, the accommodation business does not play a significant role, although there are some regions where this business is in fact significant. In some areas that are intensively used for recreation during the high season, up to 50 per cent of jobs there are in the accommodation business. However, there are only a few of these areas, according to our calculations around 20 wards (out of a total of 471 rural wards).

A great part of residents work in the private sector, whereas in the public sector (24.1 per cent of employed rural population) the residents mainly work in the sphere of education (8.2 per cent of employed rural population); also in public administration structures (5.1 per cent of employed rural population); and in healthcare (5.3 per cent of employed rural population).

The traditional activities in rural areas can only provide jobs for a small part of the rural population that makes this one of the factors encouraging depopulation. Due to this tendency of decreasing numbers of jobs that ensure at least a minimal income, most rural residents have to leave their places of residence every day (or every week, returning home at weekends) to go to work in other areas (in big cities or abroad) (Figure 3). According to the 2011 census data, around half of the rural population in Lithuania do not work in the same place they live (Kriaucūnas et al., 2014).
The influence of social and demographic changes on socio-spatial inequalities

Firstly, the depopulation of peripheral areas was and still is influenced by the emigration of young people either abroad or to major cities in Lithuania (Pocius, 2007; Vaitekūnas, 2006). Young people simply do not see any opportunities in peripheral areas and try to leave ('escape'):

‘Youngsters are leaving. Even the kids of rich farmers do not want to return to their villages after their studies’, (Ward chairman, Šiaulénai village, Radviliškis district).

'It's a rather sad image of the village. Only old people remain, the youngsters leave and do not come back. There is simply nothing here to attract them', (Ward chairman, Tverai village, Rietavas district).

‘After the Soviet Union collapsed, a lot of young specialists left the villages. Currently, youngsters are also leaving and not coming back. But this is normal – the number of residents in the villages should be decreasing as there is nothing to do here, no work opportunities’, (Ward chairman, Žilinai village, Varėna district).

Interviews with local authorities allowed us to identify two main groups of young people when we talked about emigration from peripheral areas: a) those who leave to study, and b) those who leave to work. Those who leave to study in high schools do not return to the peripheral areas in most cases (as well as in the Soviet era) (Pocius, 2007; Ubarevičienė and van Ham, 2017). The work circumstances of the young people who leave to work in other areas are different: some emigrate out of the countryside, some work abroad periodically, and some work in other parts of Lithuania and return home at weekends.

During this research, we found out that not only was the abandonment of peripheral areas occurring, but also population segregation; the regions that were losing their population the fastest were also experiencing fundamental changes in their social structure. Young people (up to 35 years old) are the most mobile and inclined to leave (Ubarevičienė and van Ham, 2017). Immigration to peripheral regions is very low and the immigrating people are elderly and less-educated. These people whose income consists of a pension or social benefits stay on to live in the countryside. Due to the depopulation process, sparsely inhabited areas where the population density does not reach ten, or in some cases five residents, per square kilometre, are increasing in peripheral regions (Daugirdas et al., 2013; Kriauciuonas and Daugirdas, 2013).

Therefore, the shrinkage process is partly the result of economic changes, although it also leads to problems (challenges) itself of specific socio-economic, demographic, etc. In peripheral rural areas, in the last 25 years, the social-territorial model's influence on the new economic relations has become clear. Despite peripheral regions being poorer compared to cities, within them – at the local level – social segregation, which can be seen very clearly in locations with smaller populations, has also become apparent. A 'mini model' has emerged – against a general background of people who live poorly and receive social benefits or pensions, there are single homesteads belonging to rich farmers. Rich farmers also often invest in other businesses – they buy local shops, build rural tourist homesteads, buy forests. As a result of all these changes social differences are only increasing.

Unemployment, social benefits and alcohol

The changing demographic and social structure of society influences a number of problems in peripheral areas. The interviews disclosed that the problems of families/persons at social risk are topical in these areas. The respondents explained the formation of this social class differently: some chairs of wards indicated unemployment (which led to alcoholism) as the main reason, whereas others stressed alcoholism (which led to an unwillingness to work) as the number one reason. The absolute majority of respondents emphasised that social policy (regulations for social benefits) implemented by the government was very 'helpful' for the creation of a 'social benefit-receiving class':
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‘Social benefits spoil people. I think there shouldn’t be any benefits at all’, (Ward chairman, Liaušiai village, Ukmergė district).

‘Benefits spoil the residents because they do not want to work. Farmers cannot find workers because nobody wants to work a full day. Some families receive social benefits that are worth more than the salary of a ward employee’, (Ward chairman, Šaukotas village, Radviliškis district).

‘Alcohol is a big problem. We have single people and even entire families who drink heavily. And this alcoholism began in Soviet times’, (Ward chairman, Kriaunos village, Rokiškis district).

The issue of caring for social-risk families and the reduction of risk is topical and especially hard to solve in Lithuania (Kondroaitė 2006). During our research, there was not one case when the representatives of the rural community complained about state social politics and the actual means applied by the local authorities. Sometimes social housing is found for residents who ask for it and who live in almost deserted rural places with the hope of not only providing them with accommodation, but also ‘rescuing’ almost empty schools because families at social risk are usually quite big. However, these newcomers integrate with difficulty, and the children, as soon as they become adults, register as unemployed and choose the familiar lifestyle of their parents. It is very difficult to escape from this ‘cycle’, and ongoing changes in the social structure decrease the attractiveness of peripheral areas as a place of residence place even further. The representatives shared with us the following experience:

‘Social benefits are defective. They create a ‘closed cycle’, as when people receive social benefits they lose their willingness to work’, (Ward chairman, Tauragnai village, Utena district).

‘A big family receiving benefits came to our village to live in social housing. We were happy and waiting for them as we thought that it would increase the number of pupils at the local school... But when these kids grew up, they went straight to register at the labour exchange to receive social benefits. And what else did they know? That's what they learned from their parents…’, (Community chairman, Daukšiai village, Skuodas district).

‘I wanted to hire a cleaner for half a day to tidy up the ward. The salary for the cleaner was the same as social benefits, so what is the point of him/her working?’, (Ward chairman, Antalieplė village, Zarasai district).

The number of social-risk families and the image of settlements sometimes occur as a Soviet ‘heritage’. It is especially relevant for settlements that used to be industrial. One example is Tyruliai settlement (Radviliškis district), which was an important peat exploitation centre during the Soviet period. In this (and other similar settlements), rural settlement blocks of flats were built that became particularly unpopular after the 1990s when people belonging to the social-risk group started to settle there. The chairman of Tyruliai village explained to us that:

‘We have around 20–30 inhabitants (out of around 200) that are serious alcoholics. When the apartments started to become empty in 1991–1992, shrewd ‘businessmen’ from the nearest major city Šiauliai forced drunk people out of their homes in Šiauliai and moved to Tyruliai. These newcomers create a negative image of the settlement’.

Other settlements that were also significantly expanded during the Soviet period face similar problems:

‘Our settlement is artificial. The settlement expanded in 1982 when a huge pig farm was built. Until that time, the majority of the residents worked in forestry. The pig farm was built by prisoners who stayed on to live in our settlement after they finished their work. After the 1990s, they did not want to work. Several generations of beneficiaries have already
The positive side of living in a rural territory

Despite the changes that have happened in Lithuanian, peripheral areas and which have negative connotations in people’s minds, it is possible to find positive changes that are not only objectively measured (e.g., the growth of agricultural productivity etc.), but that are also felt and presented by the local residents in peripheral areas:

‘Little by little, things are getting better. After the Independence period our community stabilised – those who didn’t want to live in the village left. Those who stayed want to live here and keep busy’, (Ward representative, Kraštai village, Pasvalys district).

‘Our residents are happy to live in this settlement because there is tourism here. With regard to work opportunities: everyone who wants a job finds one’, (Ward chairman, Veliuona village, Jurbarkas district).

‘Our settlement is calm. The residents are sociable. Young families are settling here. We have a cultural centre, a choir, two groups of dancers. A lot of people come to our events. We are sure that the settlement will have a bright future’, (Ward chairman, Žlibinai village, Plungė district).

Our community is active. We have a number of artistic collectives. We have young people who stay on to live in the village. We think our future is bright. (Ward specialist, Taujėnai village, Ūkmergė district).

Here, we have indicated several examples that allow us to conclude that an optimistic picture of the future is presented in those settlements that have a greater sense of community. The future of the village is linked to the communal activities (see also Chevalier et al., 2017; Juska et al., 2005), and undoubtedly to young people as well.

A fact that was identified during the earlier research should also be mentioned (Daugirdas et al., 2013): enquiries undertaken in sparsely populated areas\(^4\) (602 residents answered the interviewer) showed that an absolute majority of respondents enjoyed their lives in their settlement (66.7 per cent – enjoyed, 26.5 per cent enjoyed very much). A quiet environment, a good ecological situation, and being born and raised in that ward were the main reasons residents in sparsely populated territories gave about why they liked their settlements and lived there. The fact that jobs are becoming more mobile and people can work online without physically being in their specific place of work (e.g., in the city) also plays a big role in attracting people to live in peripheral areas. This might be particularly applicable to the warm period of the year. There are already a number of homesteads where city residents come to live during the summer. Precisely, these ‘summer resettlements’ could become a development opportunity in peripheral areas.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Some tendencies and problems of social development in peripheral areas in Lithuania have been raised and discussed in this article. The topic of economy was not touched on in this article, although the general economic tendencies in Lithuania have improved (European Commission, 2017), labour productivity has increased, agricultural production has been more than in the Soviet era, although almost three times fewer people work in agriculture. However, the improvement in overall economic welfare is poorly reflected in the lives of people from peripheral areas. Interviews that were conducted with local authorities and the results of previous studies by other scholars

\(^4\) A sparsely populated area (SPA) is defined as a territory where the rural population density does not exceed 12.5 inh./km\(^2\). The project identified 183 wards that might be called SPAs. These areas take up 45 per cent of Lithuanian territory.
(Daugirdas et al., 2013; Kondrotaitė, 2006) confirm the statement that part of rural people constantly faces poverty and other fundamental problems.

Scientists, economists, architects and politicians are divided into two groups when they look for a strategy for the development of Lithuania. However, scientific discussion and the appearance of this topic in articles are rare; more often discussions appear in the media, both on television and in publications, or during political debates. One group thinks and claims that the settlement system created during the Soviet era no longer meets modern neoliberal conditions, and that the populations of peripheral areas necessarily have to decrease and villages disappear, and that any attempt to maintain their vitality is a pointless waste of money (Burneika, 2006, 2012; Juškevičius, 2015; Ubarevičienė and van Ham, 2017). Another group says that it is necessary to maintain the vitality of settlements, it is not a matter of whether they are a capital or small town in a peripheral area; the country must invest in the infrastructure of rural places, and encourage the creation of jobs with financial measures (Dringelis, 2013; Juska et al., 2005; Kavoliutė, 2014). Due to the subtleties of the electoral system, politicians usually support the second group. Against this background of disputes, both groups partially win: in recent years, a lot of EU finances have been invested to refurbish buildings, roads, and water-supply and sewage systems, although to the ‘joy’ of the neoliberal supporters, the development programs for peripheral areas are disappearing. Out of all these ‘winners’, there is only one ‘loser’, the people living in peripheral areas, because in the fight over various people’s interests (essentially due to money), they are simply left aside.

In our opinion, it is not the territory that is most important, but the actual person who lives there. It is necessary to acknowledge that if in the former Soviet Union new economic relations were taken over and adapted fairly quickly, then other valuable attitudes changed very slowly, one of which is the attitude towards people. Usually, the territory itself but not the person living in it becomes the centre of attention and in our opinion this is the basic problem of peripheral studies.

Taking everything into account and following the definition of periphery presented by Blowers and Leroy (1994), Copus (2001), Elcock (2014), Kühn (2015), Willett (2010) and other scholars, it might be stated that peripheral rural areas in Lithuania are not only physically but also demographically and socially distant and different from urban territories while looking at the structure of residents. The interviews with local authorities revealed that the peripheries are politically powerless to take their own decisions or development strategies. The work plan of local authorities and the life of rural residents are dependent on central authority and their decisions. Usually, the look to the periphery goes from the city perspective while stigmatizing rural settlements as lagging behind territories, and such negative viewpoint becomes one of the reasons’ for younger people to emigrate to the cities or abroad.

It is obvious that the neoliberal environment has been very favourable for the growth of the polarisation of territory in modern Lithuania. Looking around more widely, the central-peripheral factor is universal and more related to the territorial organisation of society and the development of the overall economy than the political system. Only the extent of peripheralisation differs and, in our opinion, it is not the peripheralisation itself that is the problem, but its speed caused by the new economic order.
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